Abstract. This paper presents a logic based on Feferman's Variable Type Theories for reasoning about programs written in a class of imperative functional languages called Landinesque languages.
contexts. In both the case of memory, and control, we have established such simplifications now known in the literature as CIU theorems (Closed Instantiations of Uses). The case for communicating asynchronously in an open distributed environment remains open.
After developing this syntactic style of operational semantics, and the corresponding characterization of operational equivalence, we used this as a basis for developing logics based on Solomon Feferman's Variable typed approach. These systems are two sorted theories of operations and classes initially developed for the formalization of constructive mathematics [5, 6, 7, 8] and later applied to the study of purely functional languages [10, 11, 9] .
Our work uses the syntactic operational semantics to develop expressive logics and goes well beyond traditional programming logics, such as Hoare's logic [3] and Dynamic logic [21] by treating a richer language and expressing more properties. It is close in spirit to Specification Logic [37] and to Evaluation Logic [34] . Particular logics, with corresponding reasoning principles, have been presented for the case of manipulating control [41] , and for the case of manipulating memory [22] , for which it is possible to establish a limited form of completeness [26] .
The work discussed above studied specific Landinesque languages in a somewhat ad hoc fashion. More recently the second author has unified the ideas emerging from our ad hoc approach to syntactic operational semantics by developing a general theory of Landinesque languages [42] . The approach starts with a small step semantics in which computation state is represented using syntactic entities such as expressions and contexts. There is a single reduction rule for each operation. Care is taken so that the reduction rule for an operation is not changed when new operations or new pieces of state are added. Computation is uniform is the sense that reduction steps can be performed on states with missing parts and the missing information can be filled in later. Such a syntactic reduction system has the combined advantages of a simple transition system semantics and the symbolic reasoning of a reduction calculus. The main result is the CIU theorem for languages with uniform semantics, that simplifies reasoning about operational equivalence restricting the contexts that must be considered.
In this paper we build upon this uniform approach to present a variable typed logic for such languages, thus extending our previous work on specifying and reasoning about programs to a wide class of imperative functional languages. As such this paper subsumes the case studies presented concerning operations that manipulate control, as well as those concerning operations that manipulate memory.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In the next section we present a summary and simplification of the core results of [42] . The form and presentation of the results presented in this section has benefitted greatly from the formalization, in PVS, of this approach by Jonathan Ford at the University of New England. This formalization is reported in [15] . We then present the syntax and semantics of our variable typed logic for this general framework. We do this in two stages. We first present the first-order semantics in the third section, and then in the fourth section concentrate on the notion of classes. Section five deals with the general principles that hold for these uniform languages, while section six presents a detailed example of a particular language that incorporates both control and memory manipulation. The final section describes our conclusions and further directions that this research may take.
Notation. We conclude the introduction with a summary of our notation conventions. Let 
Uniform Landinesque Languages.
In this section a general framework for studying the semantics of o -languages is set up along the lines of [42] , where detailed proofs of some of the claims can be found. The syntactic entities and semantic notions of o -languages are defined and the properties required for a uniform semantics are stated. Then several results, including the CIU theorem, valid in any o -language with uniform semantics are presented. This is the mathematical theory that we wish to formalize following Feferman's approach. We begin with an overview of the concepts and results.
A small-step operational semantics is obtained by defining a notion of state and a single step reduction relation on states. States consist of an expression and a state context. A state context often describes dynamically created entities such as memory cells, arrays, files, etc. The form of state contexts needed depends on the choice of primitive operations. There is an empty state context, and for each state there is an associated expression representing that state. Value expressions are a subset of the set of expressions used to represent semantic values. These include variables, atoms, and lambdas. If the expression component of a state is a value, then the state is a value state and no reduction steps are possible. Otherwise, the expression decomposes uniquely into a redex placed in a reduction context. A (call-by-value) redex is a primitive operator applied to a list of values. There is one reduction rule for each primitive operator, and the single-step reduction relation on states is determined by the reduction rule for the redex operator. Of course it may happen that a redex is ill-formed (a runtime error) and no reduction step is possible. A state is defined just if it reduces (in a finite number of steps) to a value state. Using these basic notions we define the operational approximation and equivalence relations in the usual way in terms of definedness in all program contexts. This is the basic semantic framework, independent of the choice of primitive operations. Within this framework we define the notion of uniform semantics and develop tools for proving laws of approximation and equivalence in o -languages with uniform semantics. For a particular choice of operations what remains is to define the structure of state contexts, and provide the reduction rules for each primitive operation.
The uniformity requirements are that each reduction rule hold not only for traditional expressions, but also for expressions containing parameters or meta variables. This parametric notion of computation is best presented using the idea of a context and the treatment here follows the general theory presented in [27] . Contexts can be formalized by adding meta-variables or parameters to the syntax of expressions. The novelty of our approach is that we decorate parameters with information recording pending substitutions which are to be applied when the parameter is instantiated. This has several desirable consequences. One is that alpha conversion is valid for contexts, unlike the traditional lambda-calculus contexts. The other is that symbolic execution commutes with parameter instantiation, which simplifies reasoning about program equivalence. , and the set of parameter substitutions (fillings), are defined as the least sets satisfying the following equations: , term, closed): We adopt the convention that an expression with no parameters is called a term. The set of all terms is denoted by 8 6 . Furthermore a term with no free variables is closed. Thus being closed implies having no parameters.
is the result of simultaneous substitution of free occurrences of
In the case of decorated parameters we define simultaneous substitution as follows,
. In the case of o -abstractions, we define parameter substitution exactly as we would value substitution: 
. Then (assuming distinct variable names name distinct variables):
since trapping is made explicit by the annotating substitution, not the surrounding context.
is trapped by the substitution annotating .
since ' is neither trapped, nor forces us to
, since the only free occurrence of p is in the range of the substitution annotating .
since substitution is defined to avoid trapping.
since no trapping takes place. The notion of being equivalent modulo the renaming of bound variables easily extends to this more general setting [27] by simply clarifying what can and cannot be bound: parameters are never bound; variables in the domain of an annotating substitution are never bound; variables in the range of an annotating substitution may be bound. Using this one can generate the ¢ -equivalence relation,
£ ¤
, by a set of rules, the new one being:
One last piece of notation concerning annotated parameters appearing in expressions. The set of trapped variables,
, is defined to be the smallest set of variables that contains the domains of any substitution that annotates an occurrence of a parameter in . On the other hand the domain of , ' g ( ¦ 2 1
5
, is defined to be the largest set of variables contained in the domain of every substitution that annotates an occurrence of a parameter in . Definition 2.6 (
: These amount to a simple inductive definitions, the interesting clauses being:
The domain of an expression is useful in expressing certain necessary closure requirements, as suggested by the following lemma. 
Equidefined:
Equal: 
To define reduction rules for general Landinesque languages, and formulate the central properties of reduction and equivalence, we introduce the notions of redex and reduction context. Since evaluation is call-by-value, a redex is simply an nonconstructor operator applied to the appropriate number of value expressions. Redexes and value expressions must be disjoint, thus we must account for the fact that some expressions of the form Note that redexes in our framework may or may not reduce. The point is that they are simply expressions of a particular shape, in other words: candidates for reduction. We use the distinguished parameter to denote the evaluation parameter (or hole), and we define the notion of a reduction context,
!
, accordingly. Reduction contexts (also called evaluation contexts in the literature) identify the subexpression of an expression in which reduction to a value must occur next. They themselves represent the remainder of the computation, i.e the continuation. In our approach they correspond to the left-first, call-by-value reduction strategy of [35] and were first introduced by [13] . 
"
. We adopt the convention of writing
Observe that both the definition of redex, and the definition of reduction contexts depend on the particular choice of values, and thus vary from one Landinesque language to another. Also note that " will satisfy a similar set of uniformity conditions as those satisfied by states (Definition 2.10): Lemma 2.16 (Rcx Uniformity): Reduction contexts satisfy the following uniformity conditions: 
(ii) Uniform in value substitutions:
(iii) State evaluation:
for any 2 
In the languages we consider (U) holds for the following reasons. (U.iv) follows since if a state is defined, then any reduction makes progress. Clearly if the reduct state is defined, then the original state is defined. (U.v) and (U.vi) formalizes the uniformity requirement for reduction steps. These are satisfied by reduction rules that treat the reduction context as an abstract entity, and that depend on the kind of construction of a redex argument, but not on any information about subparts. This is easily expressed using the parameters. Finally, (U.vii) holds because computation neither introduces new parameters, nor new free variables.
2.4. Approximation and Equivalence. Now we define operational approximation and equivalence on terms and lay the ground work for studying properties of these relations. In what follows we fix a particular distinguished parameter, , distinct from ¢ and . We let range over expressions with as the only free parameter, with the added condition that the substitutions annotating be restricted to renamings (finite maps from variables to variables). Such expressions play the role of traditional lambda-calculus contexts, and we extend our convention, stated in definition 2.15, of sometimes writing
but rather to one where the trappings have been made explicit at the occurrence of the parameter:
For each traditional context there is a corresponding expression,
is obtained by replacing each occurrence of "% i n by the parameter , and decorating each such occurrence of with a binding substitution . This guarantees that the following definition corresponds to the traditional notion of operational equivalence.
Definition 2.20 (Approximation
Note that we are restricting our attention to terms, rather than arbitrary expressions. It is easy to see that operational approximation is a congruence on terms: if )
. Similarly for operational equivalence. We may now state the main result concerning Landinesque languages with uniform semantics, the CIU theorem. 
There are several proofs of this result in the literature. The theorem first appeared in [29] and the proof (sketch) presented there used techniques similar to those developed here. A somewhat more detailed and general version of this same technique appeared in [42] . Recently this same proof has been verified using the PVS theorem prover [15] . A second, distinct, proof was presented in [22] that simply shows that the CIU relation is a congruence. It is easy to see that satisfies the uniformity conditions (Definition 2.19). The only hard part is to show that value substitution and ¢ reduction commute, which is a standard result.
Context Independent Reduction.
To state the theorems underlying computational equivalences in this general setting we introduce the notion of a context independent (CI) redex.
Definition 2.24 (Context independent reduction (
is CI if the interpretation is independent of the context: either there is no reduction possible in any computation context (state and reduction context), or the redex is replaced by the same reduct expression in any computation context. That is, exactly one of the following holds:
A CI redex neither examines nor modifies its context (state or reduction). For example, any redex with operator
] by a sequence of CI steps for any 
) . To provide simple instructive examples of the use of these two principles we will introduce the ubiquitous ¢ ¡ ¢ £ construct that will feature in the subsequent development, and establish its more well known properties.
is CI, thus an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.25 is that
So by Theorem 2.26:
Another example is obtained by taking
Thus again by Theorem 2.26:
These three principles hold in any uniform Landinesque language. They are fundamental in that they are equivalent to the let-rules of the computational calculus [33] .
An even stronger, but nevertheless useful notion, is being ineffectual which captures the idea of single CI stepping to a value. In that every reduction rule for the operation leaves its context (state and reduction) unchanged and produces a value. is said to be ineffectual, iff every reduction rule for the operation leaves its context (state and reduction) unchanged and produces a value, i.e is of the form:
An operation that is not ineffectual is said to have effects.
Of course the interesting operations are not the ineffectual ones, we simply use ineffectualness to separate out the uninteresting operations, since they have many more properties than the ones with effects. The only operation common to all Landinesque languages is § © and it has effects. 
As is usual in logic we define the subsidiary notions of validity and logical consequence as follows:
Note that conjunction, . Termination is one form of definedness. In fact, there is a plethora of notions of definedness that can be expressed. A stronger notion of definedness is that of being equivalent (either via or via R ) to a value, for example an operation that satisfies the newness principle above will never be defined in this stronger sense.
Syntax and Semantics of Classes.
Using methods of [5, 9] and [40], we extend our theory to include a general theory of classifications (classes for short). With the introduction of classes, principles such as structural induction, as well as principles accounting for the effects of an expression can easily be expressed. 
C I
We extend the atomic formulas to include class membership and the set of formulas to include quantification over class variables. We should point out that and form a mutual recursive definition. The definition of expressions remains unchanged. . Another possible choice for the set of class values is the set of definable sets, i.e. the set of class code extensions (cf. [7, 40] ).
We extend value substitutions to map class variables to class values. This is used to define " q % , the value of a class term, , relative to the given state, ¤ , and the closing value substitution 1 . In principle, the class term evaluation is relative to a valuation for class constants, but since all of our class constants are introduced by definitional extension, this can be ignored. We then extend the satisfaction relation to formulas involving class terms and quantifiers. 
It is important to note that if
evaluates (in the appropriate state) to a value without altering that state. 
is the set of lambdas that define total functions that have no effect on the state context.
5. Proof Theory. Since contextual assertions are akin to modalities, we give a Hilbert style presentation. In the long run a natural deduction style system in the style of Prawitz [36] may be more desirable. Jacob Frost has developed a natural deduction presentation of this system [17, 18] The rules are partitioned into several groups. Each group of rules is given a label, for future reference, and members of the group are numbered. For example (E.i) refers to the first rule in the group of equivalence and evaluation rules (the second group below). A rule has a (possibly empty) set of premises and a conclusion. In the case that the set of premises is non-empty the rule is displayed with a horizontal bar separating the premises from the conclusion. Definition 5.2 (¦ ): Most axioms hold true for both equivaluedness, , and operational equivalence, R , If this is the case, then rather than write out the principle twice, we use the symbol ¦ to range over these two equivalence relations.
One important reason for introducing is that important principles fail for R . In particular (C.iii) below fails as indicated in [30] .
5.1. Basic Equivalence and Evaluation Rules. The first two sets of rules concerning equivaluedness hold true also of operational equivalence. They are equivalence relations, (E.i, E.ii, E.iii). They satisfy a certain restricted form of substitutivity, (E.iv).
They are also preserved under simple forms of evaluation, (let.i, let.ii, let.iii) that we treated in Example 2.28. 
Equivalence and Evaluation Axioms (E).
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6.
¡ -An Example. As a particular example of a Landinesque language we define ¢ , a language extending the call-by-value lambda calculus with the usual functional programming primitives, primitives for the manipulation of memory, and a control primitive for manipulating the current continuation (the reduction context). This combination results in a language similar to "functional" programming languages such as Scheme [38] and ML [32] . The combination of lambda abstraction, basic data structures such as numbers and pairing, memory and control primitives provides a basis for expressing a wide range of programming paradigms/styles quite naturally. Examples of the use of continuations in programming practice can be found in [14, 16] .
In the set of atoms, ¢ , contains two distinct atoms playing the role of booleans, £ for true and
£ ¤
for false, as well as atoms playing the role of the natural numbers, which we denote by 
¥ ¡ ¢ £
is both partial and has effects. cell? is the recognizer of the set of memory cells. 
Some Example Programs and Computations.
We begin with two simple calculations, just to illustrate the basics of cell and continuation manipulation. 
This version of the fixed-point combinator is similar in spirit to the one suggested by Landin [25] and is operationally equivalent to the usual call-by-value Y combinator [29] . (cf. [29] ). Note that this example is typable in the simply typed lambda calculus (for provably non-empty types (cf. [22] )). Thus adding operations for manipulating references to the simply typed lambda calculus causes the failure of strong normalization as well as many other of its nice mathematical properties.
Integer Streams.
From an abstract point of view, a stream is simply a (possibly infinite) sequence of data [1] . In the -language we can represent streams simply as functional objects, lambda expressions with free variables bound to cells. The sequence corresponding to a -stream is the values returned by repeated application of the object to a fixed (and hopefully irrelevant) argument. The simplest example of a non-trivial -stream is the stream of natural numbers. Co-routines are a programming paradigm useful for incremental processing of streams of data. Typical examples of their use come from compiler construction, and more recently from managing data coming in segments over a network connection. Each time an additional increment of data is needed/available, the co-routine is resumed. The co-routine computes the next increment, remembers where it left off, and returns the incremental result. From a programming language point of view what is needed is language constructs that make it easy to remember the current state, and to continue processing when next invoked. The high-level structure of a co-routine program might look like initialize loop: get the next big block of data; process segment 1 giving result-1;
resume with result-1; ... process segment n giving result-n; resume with result-n; repeat loop; where resume implicitly saves the point in the program where the computation suspended for later resumption and returns control to the resumer of the co-routine. Thus from the point of view of the co-routine, the partner also appears to be a co-routine.
A resumption primitive can be defined using our control and memory primitives as follows.
It is assumed that where p is the next increment to be returned to the resumer. Later we will show using a simple example how the Feferman-Landin logic allows us to reason about co-routines. For now we look at a sample calculation and an example co-routine. Assume that ¥ is the resumption point of a partner co-routine that is being resumed in a context
Thus we have the derived computation rule:
] then applying the above derived reduction we have
Here is a simple co-routine (schema):
The initial resumption point for the co-routine is of the form o © £ 6 10
, where is intended to be a cell containing access to an input stream, which we leave unspecified, except that 
3Y
, which compute functions without any use of or effect on state.
Now consider a program that does the same incremental computation but explicitly saves resumption point information.
Then we have the following lemma. We will see later how to establish such claims in the Feferman-Landin logic. To the operational equivalence axioms we can add a garbage collection principle, and a principle expressing the simple fact that operational equivalence and equivaluedness coincide on simple data. Operational Equivalence Axioms (
Next we extend the quantifier and constraint propagation axioms of 5 using the information we have about particular operations. . The remaining two principles (mk.ii) and (mk.iii) assert that the time of allocation has no discernable effect on the resulting call, however since we are in a world with control effects ¤ must be free of them for these two principles to be valid [12] . Allocation Axioms (mk). [ ]5 behaves like a reduction context, in the sense that any expression occupying the hole is alway evaluated next, and thus can be pulled out using ¢ ¡ ¢ £ analogous to (let.ii) as long as the continuation variable does not appear free. The fifth axiom expresses the fact that capturing the current continuation and then re-installing it is equivalent the identity operation. Control Axioms (ncc). Proof: This follows from (ncc.iv) using the ¢ ¡ ¢ £ laws.
Quantifier Axioms (Q).
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Simulation Principle for
. Now we introduce a simulation principle that allows us to prove equivalence of two lambdas with memory. The principle says that to show such an equivalence it is sufficient to find a correspondence between memories such that whenever started in corresponding states and applied to the same value, both lambdas (i) return the same (first-order) value (ii) have corresponding effects on their memory states To simplify notation, we present only a very special case of the principle, which is adequate to illustrate the basic idea. First we must define the set of first-order values and a function that maps any value to its first-order part. . To prove the converse we need the least-fixed-point principle derived from recursive definitions using a suitable fixed-point combinator.
We state the simulation principle for the special case in which the lambda's local memory is a single cell. In the definition below we use V to name this local memory cell. Since we want the cell contents to be able to refer to the cell, the correspondence 
. 6.8. Using the Simulation Principle. Now we show how to establish equivalences such as the claim made in the co-routine lemma( 6.7). We simplify the example a bit in order to be able to fill in some details in a reasonable space. Proof: The proof is by the simulation principle with
The simulation requirement (Sim.2) follows from the assumption on is as follows. In the following we write
. This is done to factor out the background contextual reasoning from the basic equational reasoning. This completes the proof.
Conclusions and Future Directions.
In this paper we have shown how to generalize our previous variable-type theory [22] for reasoning about programs of a specific language ! to a logic for reasoning about an arbitrary Landinesque language with uniform semantics and have given an example of axiomatizing a typical language of this class. The variable-type theories have the advantage of being essentially first-order, while providing for functions (operations) as first-class objects, and providing the ability to define and reason with classifications. This is just the foundation for putting these ideas to work in practice. There are a number of interesting directions for future work. One direction is to consider a wider class of languages, for example treating object-oriented (OO) languages such as Java [20] , or treating input/output (IO) features. We believe that the sequential aspects of OO languages are not problematic. Treating IO and concurrency aspects will be more challenging, as this means removing the restriction that the semantics be deterministic. It may be that the solution here is to combine the nice features of the variable-type logics with some form of temporal logic.
Another direction for future work is implementation-building tools to aid in the process of specifying and reasoning about programs using the Feferman-Landin logic. Here the work of Frost [17] would be a good starting point.
Although complete axiomatizations of Landinesque languages are not possible, it is useful to investigate forms of relative completeness and completenss for fragments such as done in [26] for the $ ! language. This is especially important in conjunction with implementing the logic and developing mechanized procedures for aiding the development of proofs.
When reasoning informally about programs, we use a mix of operational and equational/logical reasoning. The importance of being able to combine these forms of reasoning was first noted in [19] where operationally based principles for denotational reasoning about Lisp programs were developed. An interesting and potentially very useful direction of future research in our context is to enrich the Feferman-Landin logic by formalizing the reduction relation, and adding a reflection principle that allows meta-theorems to be reflected down to the the logic level. For example special purpose simulation principles could be added in this way. Another application would be to extend the formal meta theory with definitions of program analysis functions and derive proof principles based on program analysis results. For example analysis could characterize certain classes of effects and principles generalizing the constraint propagation axioms for could be developed in a formal setting. Again this mix of intensional and extensional (operational and denotational) reasoning is quite natural for programmers.
It may also be fruitful to investigate the use of other methods developed for reasoning about operational approximation and equivalence. These include: general schemes for establishing equivalence; context lemmas (alternative characterizations that reduce the number of contexts to be considered); and (bi)simulation relations (alternative characterizations or approximations based on co-inductively defined relations). For example [23] develops a schema for proving congruence for a class of languages with a particular style of operational semantics. This schema succeeds in capturing many simple functional programming language features. Building on this work, Howe [24] uses an approach similar to the idea of uniform computation to define structured evaluation systems in which the form of the evaluation rules guarantees that (bi)simulation relations are congruences. The form of the rules is specified using meta variables with arities and higher-order substitutions. This syntax enrichment is very similar to the notions of place-holder and filling used here to specify uniform semantics.
A useful refinement would be to identify a form of rules that guarantees uniform semantics, generalizing the ideas of Howe [24] to functional languages with effects. Another extension would be to develop denotational tools in this setting generalizing [28] .
